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It’s been five years since Gordie’s mom drove her car into a 
river, killing herself and all of his siblings but Gordie survived. 
Ever since, he has been living with his half-brother, Kevin and 
Kevin’s dad while trying to live a normal life. But Gordie still is 
having trouble dealing with what happened and he finds his life 
spinning out of control. 
 
When his absentee biological father starts demanding visitation 
rights, there is no hiding from the grief and guilt, nothing to 
stop Gordie from falling into a horrible tailspin. The only one 
who can help Gordie is himself…if he can find the strength to 
confront the past and take back his future. 

Helene Dunbar usually writes features 
about fiddles and accordions when she’s 
not writing fiction. She’s lived in two     
countries and six states, and is currently 
holed up in Nashville with her husband, 
daughter, two cats, and the world’s    
friendliest golden   retriever. 

 
Visit www.helenedunbar.com  
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Discussion Guide 

 
“And what I remember is this: his tapered 
wings filled the width of the dirty        
window; the air held him up with the 
promise of magic; he looked free. 
 I used to dream about that bird. 
 But I don’t have dreams anymore. 
 All I have are memories.” 



For More Information: 
www.fluxnow.com 

7. Do you think that Gordie should have told 

Kevin about The Night Before sooner? Why or 

why not? 

 

8. Why do you think that Kevin has never tried 

to pursue a relationship of his own? Do you 

believe his answers about (1) not having time 

and (2) being afraid of a girl turning out to be 

like their mother? Discuss. 

 

9. Why is Kevin so upset the night before Gordie 

goes to stay with his father? Do you think 

that his feelings are justified? Have you ever 

felt that way? 

 

10. Do you believe, like Gordie, that Sarah is just 

looking for a way out of Maple Grove? Or do 

you think she'll stick around? Why? 

 

11. Have you ever had a teacher like Mr. Brooks. 

What qualities make a teacher approachable 

and someone that you feel like you can     

confide in? 

 

12. Do you believe that Gordie's father was really 

going to move to California?  Why? Or why 

not? 

 

13. Do you think that Gordie handled the situa-
tion with Jordan correctly? If not, what do 
you think he should have done instead? 

 
14. Do you agree with Ms. DeSilva and Sarah 

when they called Gordie "Brave"? Discuss. 
 
15. Who do you think is braver in terms of the 

way that they handle what has happened to 
them, Gordie or Kevin? Explain. 

 
16. Were you aware of Post Traumatic Stress  

Disorder? If so, did you know that it isn't a 
condition just suffered by members of the 
military? 

 
17. There is a lot of bird imagery throughout  the 

book. What do you think that birds symbolize 
for Gordie? 

 

1. When you first read the book, did you think 

that Gordie was remembering being in the 

water or dreaming of it? Did your opinion 

change by the end? 

 

2. Why do you think that Gordie feels so empty 

after Sarah walks away following their first 

conversation? 

 

3. Were you surprised that Gordie manipulated 

the classroom groups so that he could work 

with Sarah? 

 

4. Why do you think that Kevin is so committed          

to keeping Gordie safe? Is he just being a 

typical big brother or do you think that there 

is something greater going on? Discuss. 

 

5. Do you think that Jim really sees Gordie as a 

burden or is that in Gordie's mind? 

 

6. What do you think is causing Gordie's 

flashbacks and tremors? Did your answer 

change throughout the course of the book? 

Discussion Questions 


